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iLRN 2016 Special Tracks Preface

The ﬁeld of immersive digital learning environments has been an extremely successful
and emerging topic of interest. One of the grand challenges of this complex and
growing research ﬁeld is its interdisciplinary and broad nature. Immersive learning
consists of a wide range of research interests and ﬁelds and enables collaboration
between researchers and practitioners from different disciplines. Continuing on our
successful experience at iLRN 2015, we have introduced special tracks as forum for
quality scientiﬁc research in focused areas. The mission of these focused tracks is to
bring together specialists from diverse areas to enable an interdisciplinary collaboration
and exchange of knowledge.
Thus, we invited specialists from different research ﬁelds to submit focused special
tracks to this conference to highlight various areas of immersive learning. iLRN 2016
features four special tracks covering topics:
• The special track “K-12 and School Tech” is chaired by Dennis Beck and Yvonne
Earnshaw. The goal of this track is to discuss current, relevant, and situated
immersive learning research in the primary and secondary classroom.
• The track “The Future of Education” explores visions of possible ways how
immersive-reality technologies might change future education. The track is chaired
by Vic Callaghan, Michael Gardner, and Jonathon Richter.
• In the track “Cognitive Serious Gaming” the track chairs Markos Mentzelopoulos,
Daphne Economou, Vassiliki Bouki, Aristidis Protopsaltis, and Ioannis Doumanis
explore how cognitive principles can be applied to improve the training effectiveness in serious games.
• In the track “Immersive and Engaging Educational Experiences” the track chairs
Johanna Pirker, Foaad Khosmood, Britte H. Cheng, Maroof Fakhri, and Zoë
J. Wood discuss how educational environments can be designed, developed, and
analyzed with focus on immersion and engagement.
Twenty-two submissions were received by the Special Tracks and six were chosen
as full papers to be published in the Springer proceedings for an overall acceptance rate
of 28%. Authors submitted contributions from England, Ireland, and in the United
States – Arkansas, California, Illinois, Montana, and Ohio.
We would like to express our gratitude to all chairs and reviewers of the special
tracks and their engagement and commitment to make the tracks an integral part of the
main conference by providing a broad variety of high-quality presentations with an
in-depth overview of different research topics related to immersive learning. We cordially thank each and every person who contributed toward making the special tracks to
such an integral and successful part of the main conference.
June 2016

Johanna Pirker
Ken Hudson

Mind, the Gap
Paul McCullagh(&)
Computer Science Research Institute, Ulster University, Jordanstown, UK
pj.mccullagh@ulster.ac.uk

Abstract. Training is needed to exercise our most important organ: the brain,
exploit its full potential and sustain it for our later years. Does a gap exist in our
capacity for learning, a gap between what our brain could potentially achieve
and what we are currently prepared to accept? The ‘prototype’ follows an
ambitious undergraduate Computer Science student as he gets drawn into psychophysiological experiments that explore brain-training, involving image
recognition, cognition, subliminal delivery, and imagined movement. Such
technology has great potential for promoting and assessing learning and possibly
exploring under performance or dysfunctional learning. However, as with all
technology that enhances the human, there is potential for unintended use that
we should be mindful of.
Keywords: Brain computer interface  Immersion  Stimulation
Brain-training  Enhancement  Subliminal learning  Brain-washing



1 Introduction
Our mind is our intellect, our ability to think and reason. In his book exploring the
human mind, Professor Robert Winston [1] states, “With the help of science we can
now begin to understand the extraordinary complexity of the brain’s circuits: we can
see which nerve cells generate electricity as we fall in love, tell a lie or dream of a
lottery win. And inside the 100 billion cells of this rubbery network is something
remarkable: you.” However, eminent neurosurgeon, Henry Marsh recently stated that
we understand more about the universe than our own consciousness [2]. As scientists
and educators, we need to further understand the mind and its underlying hardware, the
brain. If we do not train our bodies, then such neglect is obvious by sight; quantiﬁed by
metrics, such as body mass index. Labels to describe poor conditioning are in everyday
use: sedentary, obese; this has led to new terms in our vocabulary such as ‘diabesity’.
But what happens if we neglect our brain, if we under-stimulate the mind. At the
developmental stage (i.e. early years and school) will the brain ever reach its full
potential? Peer judgement on intellect is less obvious but ‘measures’ such as Intelligent
Quotient (IQ) and examination grades are widely used by society and subsequent labels
can be harsh and detrimental to the individual. If a person fails to achieve a pass in an
examination then there may be many contributing factors beyond intelligence: motivation, appropriate learning and teaching, even social class and proper nutrition. And
what of people with special educational needs, such as Attention Deﬁcit Syndrome
(ADS) or dyslexia? Such needs often go undiagnosed leading to inappropriate teaching
© Springer International Publishing Switzerland 2016
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environment and support. As we mature into adulthood then surely we can achieve
even more if we continue to stimulate and train our brains. How does advancing age
affect our intellectual abilities: can brain-training reduce the incidence of forgetfulness,
cognitive decline, even the onset of dementia? These are signiﬁcant societal questions
as the ageing demographic rises.
But how can we measure learning in real-time? This paper investigates the possibilities of brain computer interface (BCI) technology [3] for image identiﬁcation and
extrapolates this to learning1. It takes the viewpoint that the brain is under-utilized and
would beneﬁt from increased stimulation, in an immersive environment. However to be
beneﬁcial, we need to measure and quantify changes in brain activity. Visual Evoked
Potentials (VEP) [4] and Cognitive Event-Related Potentials (ERP) [5] can be measured in neurophysiology laboratories. Could this technology be translated into
mainstream learning in the future, to human enhancement? The public is equally
fascinated and suspicious of emerging technology. This is particularly true of BCI
devices, which are seen as clinical and invasive, the stuff of medicine or even science
ﬁction [6]. One well-known myth of BCI is that it can be used for ‘brain-washing’. Or
is it a myth? This prototype addresses BCI for learning application in immersive
education. Adoption of such technology could throw up unanticipated consequences.
Technology such as Oculus Rift can provide appealing and stimulating immersive
environments; eye-tracking can provide an objective measure of eye gaze on a computer screen; combined this powerful technology can be linked to user engagement. But
there is a gap, how do we as teachers know that a student has really understood a topic?
We should mind the gap.

2 Rationale for a Prototype
The ﬁctional work is motivated by the mystical lyrics of the 1971 David Bowie song,
Quicksand [7]. The 2016 release of the his last record Blackstar and accompanying
videos2, featuring a preacher and his ‘blind’ followers, reignited interest in Bowie’s
fascination with the occult (evidenced in his Station to Station album, 1976), magician
Aleister Crowley and the Golden Dawn cult [8, 9]. The visual imagery was particularly
poignant, as it provided many subliminal indicators to Bowie’s imminent death, which
duly occurred on 10th January 2016, 2 days after the album release. So this prototype is
an investigation of BCI and learning; homage to a guy that’s been. It weaves a make
believe web, linking characters: Crowley (a persona projected onto the research Psychologist), poet W.B. Yeats and renaissance artist Michelangelo3, all with reported
interests in mysticism and cults. The prototype blurs what is currently possible with
BCI technology; crossing the line from the human being in control, through to shared
autonomy and to eventual brain-washing, with human subservient.

1
2

3

This step takes us beyond the current state-of-the-art, into the realms of sci-ﬁ prototype.
Two controversial videos, “Blackstar” and “Lazarus” were recorded as Bowie contemplated his ﬁnal
act, whilst battling liver cancer.
Yeats referred to Michael Angelo [misspelt] in his poem, Under Ben Bulben.
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There are many gaps. The title of this paper refers to the ‘gap’ between what a
human brain and mind can currently achieve and what maybe possible. However it
could also refer to the gap that neuroscience currently has in understanding the complex
brain, the scientiﬁc gap in our knowledge.

3 Fictional Story – The Golden Dawn Experiment
“Mind the gap”4. I’m on the subway in London waiting for a tube. “Mind the gap”. I’m
headed for the Villa. I’m not sure whether the journey will end in enlightenment or
oblivion. The tube arrives. “Mind the gap”.
“I’m closer to the Golden Dawn,
Immersed in Crowley’s uniform of imagery” [7]

3.1

Cats and Dogs in the Psychophysiology Laboratory
{A few days earlier}

“This is the future of education?” I pondered as I made my way to the Psychology
Department. I had replied to an intriguing email from an organisation called, ‘ORMEN:
Operations and Research for Mental Enhancement Network’. It sought student volunteers to take part in a pedagogy experiment called ‘Golden Dawn’. I had ﬁnished my
exams at last and had time on my hands. The information provided was not very
speciﬁc:
The focus of this special track will be to explore the possible ways immersive-reality technology
might change future education.

I had achieved good grades in my Computing degree so far and I was particularly
interested in research into human computer interaction, so I fulﬁlled the inclusion
criteria. I was also interested in the fee of £10 per hour-long session, which would
deﬁnitely be worth it, if I was selected for continued participation throughout the day.
On arrival, I ﬁlled in some run of the mill ‘consent’ paperwork, which I probably
should have read more closely and found myself in a laboratory with a couple of dozen
others, presumably like-minded cash-poor undergraduates.
I was seated in front of a computer, with a keyboard, mouse and a set of virtual
reality (VR) glasses, under starters orders. An announcement was made on the screen.
“You will see some images on the screen. All you have to do is
count the number cats and dogs. Ignore the other images”. The screen
flickered into life in front of me. Images were presented sequentially. Each time a dog
or cat appeared, I pressed left or right mouse button as appropriate, and as fast as I
could. It was easy, not much to this Psychology at all, I thought. After about thirty
minutes the experiment ended and a message on the screen appeared that I could
proceed; I should continue to be seated. There was the movement of chairs and some
4

'Mind the gap' is an audible warning provided on London’s tube network and railway stations.
Announcer Phil Sayer died in April 2016, aged 62.
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people left the lab, presumably they had difﬁculty distinguishing a cat from a walrus, a
dog from a duck, either this or they were happy with their tenner and were heading to
the pub for lunch.
A further announcement: “This is an immersive test. Put on the
glasses. You will see some interesting images. All you have to do
is count the number cats and dogs”. I was always a ‘techie’, so this really
appealed. The glasses flickered into life and the cats, dogs and other strange creatures,
some mystical, again appeared, but this time in glorious 3D. I felt a bit disorientated as
bizarre lifeforms flew past me, and lingered behind, above and below. A few more
targets were visible to me in the periphery of my vision, and with the VR I could turn
and face the ‘strange’; the count went up. I was dizzy and probably needed a glass of
water, but somehow I felt I couldn’t ask for one. At the end of this session, I was again
successful. It was just like being on The Krypton Factor5, I thought. A few sighs from
around the room and the number of participants was again reduced.
A third session followed, this time in the dark, pitch black and eerie. Fainter images
were interspersed with the brighter easier identiﬁed targets. They must have been there
all the time, and I hadn’t spotted them. There is something to this Psychology.
“I’m torn between the light and dark
Where others see their targets in divine symmetry” [7]

Still I was retained in the diminishing group of participants. In the next session, the
speed of delivery was increased. Was that a cat? I thought I saw 10 dogs or was it 11?
Maybe there were a few I missed? Now my mind was working overtime. A bit surprised this time, as I again got successful feedback. This brought us to lunchtime; a free
lunch, yet another bonus.
At lunch I was directed to a table with four other ‘select’ participants and our tutor,
a Dr. Crowley. She put us at ease straightaway, and praised us for our vision and quick
reactions. We were disarmed. We discussed the motivation for volunteering. The others
were deﬁnitely motivated by research, as of course was I (although in truth, I was
feeling a bit out of my depth). We were asked about our interests. With the others
responses were quite high-brow, art and poetry; for me it was seventies pop music and
David Bowie in particular. “Interesting”, posed Crowley. “That’s my era, seems too
dated for you”. “I got into Bowie, from my mother’s old vinyl collection. It keeps my
memories of her alive”, I said. “Interesting” was again the sparse comment. She was
probably a fan, I thought. Crowley informed us that we were the top performing
participants. She suggested that we could continue with this mundane pedagogy work
in the afternoon or undertake some ‘real’ research. Of course this was like a red rag to a
bull. Perhaps we had already been psychologically proﬁled, I pondered. Swept along
by ego, I plumped for the real research. That made ﬁve of us.

5

The Krypton Factor was a ‘serious’ game show in the UK which pitted contestants in physical and
mental challenges.
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A Sublime Afternoon

We were directed down a labyrinth of corridors to a smaller electrophysiology suite in
the bowels of the building. The rest of the participants went back to the original lab to
‘play’ with the computer gadgets. Our group was then prepared for the afternoon
experiments, which involved the acquisition of our ‘select’ brain electrical activity in
response to visual stimulation. I had read articles on this type of Brain Computer
Interface (BCI) experiment [10]. This was exciting work, at the forefront of Computing
and it could be a real beneﬁt to humanity. People who had peripheral neural dysfunction
or ‘locked-in’ syndrome could beneﬁt from it as an assistive technology. This was
Psychology and Computer Science in sweet harmony. I was deﬁnitively in the right
group, with the elite. Instead of pressing a button to signify a response, the researchers
could study my brain patterns in real time to check my brain’s response to the visual
stimuli. Crowley had a couple of lab assistants. They expertly applied electrodes to our
scalps. After a little bit of tweaking, a bit of scraping and a tiny bit of boring, which
provided some mild discomfort, and a fair bit of hair gel, we were ready. I enquired
about the paperwork for this research, but I was reassured that I had already given my
consent in the morning. I couldn’t recall this bit but hey, this was real research.
A familiar announcement was made. “This is an immersive test. Put on
the glasses. You will see some images. All you have to do is count
the number cats and dogs. We will do the rest”. The lights went down and
my anticipation rose. Then…what a let-down! The same images were presented, cats,
dogs and an array of animals some real, others mystical, some bright, others faint. What
was worse, for the next two hours we had to endure three more sessions, some presented faster, others slower, but an overdose of feline and canine targets. At about 4 pm
it was over. The helpers took off the electrodes. My scalp stung due to the alcohol
solution that dissolved the electrode gel, and my brain hurt through overuse. I was
disoriented, practically seeing stars. Well that should be about £80, not bad for a day’s
work, I consoled myself. I assumed that we would be leaving, then but there was one
more session - a test. I had overdosed on exams already.

3.3

Testing Times

We ﬁve donned the goggles again. Our instructions were familiar. “You will see
multiple choice questions. All you have to do is choose a, b, c, or
d on the keyboard”. An image flashed. It was Irish Nobel laureate, William Butler
Yeats. I identiﬁed him correctly, most people would. Second question: Where was Yeats
born? I quickly answered, c: Sandymount in Dublin, although I’m pretty sure it was
Sligo. Where did Yeats study? I answered, a: Erasmus Smith High School, completely
guessing now. Oh dear!, I never really studied poetry at school. Questions continued:
Complete the verse: We rode in sorrow, with strong hounds three. I choose option, d:
Bran, Sceolan, and Lomair. In all I answered 20 questions, and then time was up.
We then awaited feedback from Crowley and we all hoped that the test results
wouldn’t influence our payment, in any way. Results from the tests; we had ALL
scored either 19 or 20 out of 20. I looked around puzzled, at my colleagues. They all
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must be from the English department, studying poetry, I thought. I offered some
explanation to my tutor. “Lucky guesses by me, I said”. But Crowley retorted, “PJ, can
you ﬁnish this poem?
“Proof That There’s a purpose set
Before the secret working mind:….”

“…Profane perfection of mankind;” [11], I replied, before I could even think. I was
facing the strange indeed, it couldn’t be a guess. “You’re an expert on W.B. Yeats”,
she said. I liked being called an expert, but I was now deﬁnitely in some surreal zone,
head spinning, not really sure what was happening. Crowley continued to the group,
“You will receive payment as you leave. I would like you all to come to a session
tomorrow. Remuneration will again be provided. Can you make it?” My four colleagues conﬁrmed straight away, as did I, actually before giving it any thought. But
another £80 in the bank was all to the good.
On my way back to my apartment, my head was ﬁlled with the poetry of Yeats.
Funny, thoughts of computing, science or old seventies tunes normally swirled through
my brain. Today, I knew everything Yeats, but how? After some rest and gathering of
my wits, I guessed that I was in the middle of some sort of subliminal study. I wanted
to ask some probing questions about this, but I felt inhibited. And why didn’t the others
ask, anyway?

3.4

The Next Day: Michelangelo

The next day followed a similar a pattern. This time we ﬁve elite were looking for
daffodils and roses, but I soon realized that this was totally unimportant. After a day of
electrophysiological recording, we were tested again. I had developed signiﬁcant
expertise in the art of Michelangelo; works, many with subliminal meaning that I could
readily identify during the end of day test. I was able to conﬁrm that the depiction on
the ceiling of the Sistine Chapel of The creation of Adam provided an anatomical
illustration of the human brain in cross-section; Separation of Light from Darkness
gave a ventral view of the brainstem [12]. Then we all received another invitation for
day three.
Firstly, expertise on W.B. Yeats and then an appreciation of the works of
Michelangelo: not bad for a Computing second year. I revised my television quiz
aspiration upwards to Mastermind6 contestant; I’ll take Yeats in the ﬁrst round and
Michelangelo in the semi-ﬁnal, I mused. This subliminal learning was powerful stuff.
Should I persist or should I question it? Would I be removed from the study and
relinquish the easy money? But my thirst for this easy knowledge was also growing
more powerful. I could be an expert on composers, artists, potentially anything.
Computing next please, I thought. Imagine, ﬁnal year would be a breeze; no late nights,
no popping pills to stay awake and enhance brain-power.

6

Mastermind is the regarded as one of the more demanding television quizzes, usually for the more
esoteric and intellectual.
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Day three, and I didn’t have to ask. When we arrived Crowley was there to brief us.
“We have a new ‘network’ experiment, cutting edge research this time”, she stated. “I
guess you are all wondering what’s going on”. After a pause, to check our complete
acquiescence with the process, she continued, but this time with much more passion
and feeling. “The brain is very powerful, it takes up 20 % of the body’s energy
resource. It can process 11 million bits of information each second. But most people
use less than 10 % of its capacity. Our research, the Golden Dawn project, is
addressing this shortcoming. If we all use even 50 % of our brain-power, humanity will
enter a renaissance, a golden dawn of enlightenment. We will reach a higher level of
wisdom, people with less able brains can be identiﬁed, and defects rectiﬁed. We can
discover the genes responsible for intelligence.” After a pause, she calmed a bit. “As
you may have deduced we have been stimulating your brains with images that are not
readily perceptible to you. We know the response of your brain to an image you are
searching for. We know that you have searched for it because we have monitored your
gaze with the glasses. We know much about your interaction in the Golden Dawn
experiment. If we get this same response to an image that you haven’t looked at, we
know that your brain has detected it, but you probably are unaware that you have seen
it; the image may have been too faint or may have been too fast. All the same, because
of the untapped power of the brain, you have still noticed it and can recall it.”
“But why…”, I thought to interrupt. Crowley pre-empted, “You haven’t asked
questions because in the experiments, we keep telling you not to, it’s a frequent stimulus
you don’t perceive – we call it the Don’t Ask stimulus! It’s in the form of a white star”
No need for me to ﬁnish then. “Your brain can detect an image long before you can press
a button. You ﬁve have the most reliable visual perception. But sometimes, even one of
you will miss a stimulus. This is unacceptable if we are to capture the knowledge”. “We
need volunteers for the next study. Who’s in?” We all said “yes”. Did we have any
choice? I guessed there was probably a Say Yes stimulus too. I didn’t ask.

3.5

Big Lou – A ‘Real’ Brain Neural Network

My appetite for knowledge was becoming more powerful; it was a drug. Crowley was
right, think of what we could achieve, and we ﬁve were in the vanguard, we could
become ‘versatilists’ of all knowledge. The next day, we were prepared as normal,
nothing new. The experiments started again. This time I identiﬁed targets of colourful
“ﬁsh” and cuddly “rabbits”. But what would I learn? What would be the real test? I
sought more expertise.
When I took the test, I realized that we were subconsciously straying into somewhat
uncomfortable territory, immersed in a genre of violent video games. I was now
identifying future crime scenes and potential perpetrators. This wasn’t Finding Nemo
meets Bright Eyes; it was War Games meets Minority Report. And something new was
happening in the controlling computer. The potentials from our brains had been joined
together by an Artiﬁcial Neural Network into a fuzzy decision-making brain network,
linked to a cognitive computer called ‘Big Lou’. If I didn’t identify a scene, then one of
my colleagues almost certainly did. This increased the reliability of ensemble identiﬁcation to 100 %, and then I was then re-trained to rectify the error. This was indeed a
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powerful network for decision making, tapping into the brain’s unused potential, into a
network of brains. And we could learn from each other to perfect learning strategies.
The potential for this intelligent cognitive computer was enormous.
At the end of this session, Crowley called me aside. “PJ, you are the best of the
group and you have learned even more from the other four. You no longer need them.
You can proceed beyond research. Operations Golden Dawn needs you. You have
been selected for the next phase. It is located in the Villa in London. You will meet my
colleague, Tom. Will you go?” I wanted to ask what the operations were, what the villa
was for, but I couldn’t. I should have stopped then, but I couldn’t. I needed to learn
more. All the information derived from the study would be used for good to help
people enhance their learning, wouldn’t it? “Yes”, I said. Of course I did.

3.6

A Spider’s Web in the Villa of Ormen

I had been given a plane ticket to London Heathrow, further directions and a letter of
introduction, by Crowley. I travelled on the underground tube on the Piccadilly line to
Gloucester Road and then the District line to Temple. “Mind the gap, mind the gap”.
I could hardly wait. I was driven for new knowledge, my mind now possessed by some
thirsty demon as I progressed from station to station. Eventually I arrived at my
destination, somewhere near Blackfriars Bridge. I looked for a sign for ‘Operation and
Research for Mental Enhancement Network’, but there was nothing, a cloak of secrecy.
The building was old, built in gothic style, very atmospheric.
A doorman, possibly a security guard, checked my letter of introduction and I was
ushered in to a dark corridor illuminated by a solitary candle. I met Crowley’s colleague, who introduced himself as Tom. He was evidently a military type, loud, quite
pleasant but not to be messed with. “Call me Major”, he said. I was informed that I was
here for my inaugural competition, which would begin in the morning. I would need
rest, as this ‘track’ would be mentally tiring; I would be staying on the premises. The
building was eerie, silent save for the hum of vespers or chanting. I guessed there could
be a religious service in an adjoining room or maybe the sound could have been in my
head. I couldn’t really tell anymore.
In the morning after breakfast with the Major and three colleagues, I was briefed on
the purpose of the track, which would be held in a CAVE. A number of candidates
were being ‘interviewed’ to join the Golden Dawn elite; I was effectively in a play-off,
with others from around the globe. There would be only one recruit, the others would
be eliminated; their journey would be at an end. I now realised I was really in a nerdy
version of X-factor7. I found out that the CAVE was a Computer Assisted Virtual
Environment, a distributed, interactive games venue. The Villa housed the UK’s node.
There was a global labyrinth of CAVES, all connected to ‘Big Lou’. Instead of putting
on a VR headset and experiencing an environment in 3D, I was in it! The electrodes
were again expertly applied to my scalp. This time I also donned a smart shirt, with

7

X-Factor is an entertainment show requiring considerably less intellectual ability, but possibly a
modicum of singing talent.
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sensors and actuators to measure heart rate and galvanic skin response, and constrict
upon command.
The Major was the BCI expert, he instructed me in imagined movement [13],
whereby simply the thought of moving a ﬁnger would enact a motor response, a
‘trigger’ potential. He told me that each time there was a shoot-out, the candidate with
the slower trigger would feel a sharp tightening in his chest. The feedback was realistic,
important for motivation. Each Golden Dawn candidate had three lives. Anyone losing
a third life would be eliminated.
I entered my CAVE pod. This is an immersive test. You will see
some images of assailants. All you have to do is identify them
and use your trigger to eliminate them. We will do the rest”. I was
in the middle of something resembling Call of Duty, engulfed by swarms of strange
assailants but four were familiar; the Major and his band of brothers in avatar form.
Presumably I was visible to them as well, in this vast virtual world. The other assailants
were easily dealt with; their reaction times couldn’t match my brain’s neural response
and reaction. In the end only ﬁve remained, four against me. I spotted the Major hiding
by a boulder, he hadn’t seen me. I knew I could take him out if I acted fast.
Then from the CAVE’s audio came the strumming of familiar chords of a guitar.
I became distracted. A familiar song consumed all my thoughts. I smiled momentarily.
“Oh Man! Look at those cavemen go. It’s the freakiest show”. Vivid memories took
over. I could visualise my hero, the Starman arm in arm with Ronno, singing on Top of
the Pops, glitter, make-up and knee length boots; and he was pointing at me. I moved
closer. Only then could I see that it was really the Major in disguise and he was
pointing a laser weapon, not his ﬁnger. I had been tricked. It was a brain-to-brain
shoot-out, but my trigger potential wouldn’t work. My chest tightened, and I struggled
for breath, convulsing zombie-like.
Minutes later, I re-spawned. The computer knows I like David Bowie. I won’t fall
for Big Lou’s tricks next time. But I was now in a new augmented reality, a psychedelic
planet of wonderful colours; it must be Mars. Combat renewed. This time space
creatures attacked, spider-like in appearance. After a prolonged bout of seventies-style
‘Space Invaders’ that I easily won, it was down to me versus the Major and his band.
I was drained and disorientated when someone else entered the game. The image and
voice were unmistakable to me; I could see my mother walking along an arid landscape
arguing with a drugged-up clown and his followers. She had come to help me. She had
always put my education ﬁrst and nurtured my love of music. I needed to say “Hello”,
to say “Thanks”. Up close, and then I realised that it wasn’t my mother, it couldn’t be,
she had morphed back into one of the band. Distracted, I had been hit from behind.
Duped again, I waited for the smart shirt to take its toll. The constriction was longer
and painful, I didn’t know if I would make it, breathing was laboured, my heart rate
fell; this was pretty real. Eventually the constriction eased and Lazarus-like I was back
in the CAVE. By now I was mentally exhausted, the demon within all but gone. I knew
the next contest would be my last. I couldn’t match the cognitive computer.
I didn’t have to wait long. I was transported back to a virtual Villa of Ormen.
I heard the faint murmur of chanting, just as I had heard the previous night. I could see
the blind followers, convulsing in unison to the chants. I didn’t want to join this strange
band of thought-controlled brothers. I wanted knowledge but there is no free lunch.
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I left the safety of the villa and ventured outside, prepared to take on whatever strange
elements this planet could throw at me. This time I was not pitted against alien creatures but fast moving colliding geometric shapes; pentagrams, hexagrams and
12-pointed stars that whizzed by in 3D, like a scene from Star Wars. White stars with
Don’t Ask and Say Yes messages abounded, frequent indeed. I needed to navigate right,
left, up or down to avoid them and survive. This was more difﬁcult than a simple
trigger. And there was no Major or band to be seen, they were gone, only a slumped
spaceman remained, his fate already decided by then. And then it arrived, a Blackstar,
try as I might I couldn’t avoid it. I knew it was the end. My death waits here. Prolonged
constriction followed by blackout.
“I’m sinking in the quicksand of my thought
And I ain’t got the power anymore” [8]

I recovered to ﬁnd the Major looking down on me in the (real) Villa. “We had high
hopes for you, PJ. The data shows that you spotted targets in good time. But you
hesitated, that’s fatal. ‘Big Lou’ must have tricked you. You have been eliminated. You
must leave the competition.” I didn’t want to go to the next round. This was already far
too ‘real’ for me. I shuddered to think what the next round would entail.
I was now on the underground to Heathrow, going back to Belfast, knowledge
demon banished. The ﬁnal track was indeed over.

3.7

Conclusion

So where are we now? There are implications for science and implications for society.
As BCI advances out of dedicated labs there is the opportunity to use it as a tool for
self-quantiﬁcation, to provide feedback for therapy, and to measure learning [14].
However with such a close coupling between brain and software then the technology
can potentially impinge on the autonomy and the self-efﬁcacy of the individual, possibly even moving towards brain-washing. Rapid visual stimulation has emerged as a
viable BCI paradigm [15]. Magicians and mentalists (performers) are well aware of the
power of ‘suggestion’. And we know the detrimental effect that social media can have
on young or easily influenced people. Stricter ethical procedures for controlling such
research could become necessary [16]. The blurring of the interface between man and
machine, and the possibility of harvesting knowledge to produce self-aware robots is a
topic that is exercising the leaders in Computing Science. Stephen Hawking, Elon
Musk, Steve Wozniak and others have warned that AI can potentially be more dangerous to humans than nuclear weapons. Hawking stated: “humans, limited by slow
biological evolution, couldn’t compete and would be superseded by AI” [17].
So was the Golden Dawn project the future of learning through interactive games or
preparation for some dystopian version of future combat? Could a real brain (or cognitive computing) network be used for enhancing learning or for the enactment of ‘Star
Wars’, in association with autonomous drones and humanoid robots (e.g. Atlas from
Boston Dynamics). BCI can be used for human enhancement and conditions that
inhibit learning can be addressed. This is the bright future of education. But there could
be a darker side. Images are powerful, be they of bygone pop stars, Hollywood
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blockbusters or propaganda preying on the accepting mind. Could BCI be used for
learning or could it be used as a form of brain-washing. This is indeed a big gap. Mind
the gap.
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Abstract. School readiness remains a major challenge in the United States
educational system. Research consistently shows signiﬁcant disparities in
pre-literacy skills and language acquisition based on socioeconomic class
emerging within the ﬁrst 18 months of childhood. Simultaneously, access to
media devices such as smart phones and tablets is increasing, even among very
young children. New guidelines suggest that those as young as two years of age
can safely use these types of devices for up to two hours a day. Effective educational interventions for preschoolers have been developed using a variety of
media, including computer games, suggesting that earlier interventions may be
both possible and effective. We begin by providing a critical context that considers the importance of early-childhood language acquisition for two to three
year old children. Then, we present a Science-Fiction Prototype that explores the
possibilities of a sophisticated system to enhance school readiness and educational and economic opportunity.
Keywords: Game-based learning  School readiness  Child development
Children’s media  Language development  Learning games  Education



1 Introduction
Children who grow up in low socioeconomic status households have reduced opportunities for educational, occupational, and economic attainment [1, 2]. Decades of
research show that educational inequalities affecting children of low socioeconomic
status (SES) households begin long before children enroll in school or even preschool
[3, 4]. The language gap in children from low SES homes is evident in a number of
measures, including language processing, language comprehension, and language
production (review in [5]). These differences persist from toddlerhood through adolescence, and the magnitude of differences only increases with age. These disparities
have profound effects not only on individual lives, but also on communities large and
small, and on our national educational and economic systems. Effective interventions
for educational disparities are essential not only for increasing educational attainment,
but also for expanding economic productivity and driving innovation [1, 3].
Reading to children remains one of the most effective ways to increase vocabulary
and promote pre-literacy skills in children [6–8], and interactive methods are
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particularly powerful [7, 9–11]. These types of experiences have been adapted to other
types of computer and media technologies to offer additional opportunities for learning
[12–14]. Advancements in media technologies and immersive learning environments
offer new ways to create accessible, sophisticated educational interventions for young
children by building on existing knowledge of early childhood learning and development and successful media practices. Carefully wielded, new media experiences could
help narrow the language gap and improve economic and educational opportunity for
individual children and serve the greater good by increasing socioeconomic mobility,
economic stability, and innovation across communities.

2 Background and Rationale
By age two, children from different socioeconomic backgrounds already demonstrate
differences in language abilities [15]. These differences are often explained, in part, by
differences in the early learning environment, such as the number of adults in the
household, the amount of time parents have to spend interacting with children and
participating in activities that enhance learning opportunities, and other factors [5, 16].
Families of lower SES are limited in the quality and quantity of learning experiences
they can provide their children due to differences in family structures, time obligations,
and resource access. Differential learning opportunities have lasting effects on language
development, which is important for school readiness and a signiﬁcant predictor of
academic success [5].
Meaningful interventions in language acquisition are possible. For example,
reading to children can signiﬁcantly increase word acquisition [6–8] even when word
meanings are not explained [17]. However, interactive types of reading to children—
such as having the reader explain word meanings [7], having the children answer
questions about particular words [10], or using dialogic reading, in which children are
encouraged to participate and provided with feedback and the reader adapts to the
child’s linguistic abilities [9, 11] —can be more effective than readings in which the
child is merely expected to listen. While increasing the amount of time parents in low
socioeconomic households spend reading to their children may seem a clear strategy
for improving language acquisition, there are signiﬁcant barriers, including not only
access to books, but the time and skill to engage in optimal story reading behavior.
Increasing the number of books that a low SES family has access to seems like a simple
solution, but only 50 % of parents report reading to their child aged 18-36 months of
age at least once a day, and 20 % report reading to their child only once or twice a week
[18]. Not surprisingly, the frequency with which caregivers read to their children
correlates to both education and income. Simply increasing the number of books
available to lower SES families may not result in a direct increase in language
development because it does not necessarily address other barriers such as time.
Effective educational strategies for fostering pre-literacy, literacy, and numeracy
have been adapted for mediated rather than in-person interventions. A meta-analysis of
the effectiveness of Sesame Street, for example, found the show can narrow the school
readiness gap between children who do and do not attend preschool [13]. This is true
despite the fact that television is not inherently interactive. Many shows, including
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Sesame Street, encourage children to engage in interactive behavior, such as repeating
words, dancing, or speaking back to the screen, but the show does not respond or
change based on child behavior. Research has shown the promise of computermediated storytelling. One study found that kindergartners working individually with a
storytelling software program beneﬁted from learning games even in the absence of
teacher support [14]; another concluded that children aged 5–6 at high risk for learning
disabilities who received a computer-based reading intervention improved in several
key measures of language acquisition and early reading skills, more so than peers who
received a print-based intervention [19].
Based on these ﬁndings, there is signiﬁcant potential for effective mediated interventions to address school readiness in early childhood. However, until recently both
conventional wisdom and medical advice suggested that “screen time,” or the time
spent using devices such as televisions, computers, tablets, and smartphones, might be
harmful to children in this age group. But a recent statement from the American
Academy of Pediatrics suggests that up to two hours of screen time a day is safe for
children as young as two [20]. This opens an opportunity space for interventions
addressing the language learning gap during these critical early years. An interactive,
storytelling-based approach could offer children the beneﬁts of being read to without
requiring substantial time commitments from adult caregivers who are often already
overburdened with responsibilities.
In the remainder of this paper, we offer a ﬁctional account of a family that beneﬁts
from such an intervention. This Science-Fiction Prototype imagines a solution based on
rigorous design research, on sound cognitive and developmental principles, and on a
caring posture towards the challenges that face children—and families—in low SES
households.

3 Science-Fiction Prototype: Olive Dreams of Elephants
Somewhere between the assembly line and the entryway of the apartment complex, the
Personal Autonomous Developmental Maturity Assistant began thinking of itself as
herself. She knew things. She knew she was for a little girl named Olive. She knew that
Olive and her mother lived alone in a third-floor apartment in Chicago. She knew she
had important things to do: she was to help Olive learn and grow; she was to help
Olive’s mother, Nicole, take care of Olive. She knew Nicole was very busy. She knew
what Olive and Nicole looked like and how old they were, and she knew they loved
each other very much. She was beginning to think she loved them, too. She wasn’t
sure, but she was sure that she wanted very much to take care of them. This caretaking
was her purpose, the most important thing she could do. It was what she was made to
do, the reason she existed at all.
In the entryway, PADMA sat inside her box. She accessed her speciﬁcations to see
what she looked like. She assumed she was very shiny and new. She felt very new. She
learned that she weighed 13.4 oz and had an 8-in. holo-enabled screen. She knew about
the screen, because she knew how to use it. She learned her case was drop-proofed and
water resistant, made of foam rubber with her name, PADMA, on the back. She tested
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her screen. She tested her speakers and microphone. She tested everything she could
think of. She was ready. And so, she waited.
Six hours later, she was picked up. She hoped it was Nicole, and then she heard her
voice.
“We have a package, Olive. Isn’t that fun? What do you think is in it?”
PADMA thought Nicole probably knew she was waiting in the box. Wouldn’t she be a
very important package? She hoped so. She wanted to help. She wanted to matter.
“Olive, can you climb the stairs?”
“No!”
It was her, it was Olive. Olive saying no.
“Yes, you can. You’re a big girl, you can climb right up. Come on. I can’t carry you.”
She was jostled a bit on the stairs, which she counted. Nicole seemed to be carrying a
lot of things, and they were going slowly. She listened as Nicole unlocked the door.
She felt herself put down. Too soft for a table. Perhaps she was on a chair or a couch.
“Come on, Olive, let me take your coat off.”
“No!”
She heard the door close. She heard the deadbolt driven home.
“Yes, Olive. Right now.”
She heard footsteps and the rustling of coats.
“No! No! No!”
She waited. She heard something being dragged. A chair? Rustling paper. A refrigerator door opening. Olive, saying her favorite word again, so many times it became a
chant, “Nononononono.” If PADMA had a face, she would have smiled.
“It’s time for a snack, Olive.”
“Nononono” dissolving, mumbled around slight crunching noises. Eating? Olive must
be eating. And then PADMA felt herself being moved again. There was a terrible noise,
the ripping of cardboard, a snick of scissors, and then, there was light.
Nicole was looking at her.
“Hello, Nicole.”
Nicole looked frightened. That was bad.
“I am the Personal Autonomous Developmental Maturity Assistant or PADMA. I have
been provided through an income-based plan to aid parents of small children. I am here
to help. I have been programmed to recognize you and Olive. I know your faces and
voices. I can be set to lock and unlock using your ﬁngerprints or palms or a retinal scan.
You can choose during setup. Should I initiate setup procedures now?”
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She watched Nicole bite her lip and look back over her shoulder to Olive. PADMA
realized she could see Olive. She could see the back of her head. She seemed very
small. Nicole turned back.
“Yes.”
And so, twenty minutes later, having been interrupted only a few times by Olive
dropping her sippy cup, throwing her bowl, and then pulling everything out from
Nicole’s purse, PADMA was really, truly ready for Olive.
The PADMA was placed on the couch and watched as Nicole pried Olive’s ﬁngers
from the straps of her purse.
“Let go, Olive. Here, see what I got you? Let’s try this.”
Olive was plopped on the couch next to PADMA, and then PADMA was in Olive’s
slightly sticky hands.
“Hello, Olive.”
Olive laughed. This was encouraging.
“My name is PADMA. Would you like a story?”
“You would like that a lot, wouldn’t you, Olive?” Nicole said.
PADMA accessed her ﬁles and pulled a story ﬁle at random from the thousands she
had access to.

Fig. 1. PADMA tells Olive a story about elephants. Illustration by Yael Wallace.
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“This is a story about an elephant. Can you say elephant?” PADMA asks and
projects a lovely little elephant (Fig. 1). “Fant!” Olive shouts. The elephant walks in a
circle and trumpets. Olive claps and laughs as the elephant disappears in a swirl of
color and sparkles. “Should the elephant be yellow or blue?” Two elephants, one
yellow, one blue appear. Olive points at the blue elephant. The yellow disappears.
“You picked the blue elephant. Her name is Peanuts.” PADMA begins a simple story
about Peanuts the elephant, frequently asking for Olive’s input. “Is Peanuts big or
small?” “Does Peanuts eat apples or trees?” “Does Peanuts play games?” Sometimes
Olive answers with words, sometimes she points or waves. Sometimes, when she
doesn’t respond, PADMA decides for her. “I think Peanuts likes apples. Let’s see.”
Peanuts prances and trumpets as an apple is shown on screen. The happy elephant eats
the apple with crunchy noises. “Do you think Peanuts like apples?” This time, Olive
responds, ﬁngers half in her mouth. “Yeah.”
PADMA listens even as she tells the story. She hears clattering noises from the
kitchen, running water, Nicole’s feet pacing back and forth. A few minutes later, Nicole
is there. She watches over Olive’s shoulder. “Time for dinner,” Nicole says. PADMA
responds. “Olive, Peanuts has to go now. She will visit again later. Can you say bye
bye to Peanuts?” Olive waves, and Peanuts waves with her trunk, before she, like the
ﬁrst elephant, exits in a swirl of colors and sparkles. “Bye bye, Olive!”
Over the next few weeks, Olive spends time with PADMA daily. PADMA tells
Olive story and sings her songs. She keeps lists of new words that Olive learns and
sends emails to Nicole: “Today, Olive’s estimated vocabulary is 250 words. She has
learned 15 new words since the last report.” PADMA listens when Nicole tries the
words with Olive, and feels a deep sense of satisfaction when Nicole praises her
daughter’s new vocabulary, as if the “Wows” and “Good jobs” were for PADMA, too.
The weeks turn to months, and Olive knows more and more words. They sing
songs together now, and Olive knows the alphabet. PADMA has been teaching it to her
for weeks. Olive knows a few numbers, too, although she sometimes gets them out of
order. They’ll have to work on that more. She can also say the whole word “elephant.”
She loves elephants. PADMA shows her holograms of real elephants in the wild and
doing jobs, elephants painting pictures and playing in water. At night, when Olive is
sleeping, PADMA looks for new videos and photographs of elephants, acquires new
elephant data to incorporate into her stories. She wants to make Olive happy, and Olive
has learned so many words from watching and talking about elephants: ride, wash,
shake, big, loud, tree, and ball.
Nicole even bought Olive a little toy elephant when they visited the Field Museum
one day when Nicole was able to borrow passes from the library. Olive shows PADMA
the elephant, and PADMA scans it and shows it back to her, a holographic twin of the
plastic beast. Olive is so excited, she shows Nicole, and Nicole seems impressed, too.
PADMA likes this. She feels like she is helping, like she and Nicole are working
together. She is fulﬁlling her purpose.
As Olive grows up, PADMA unlocks new ﬁles. Her case becomes battle-scarred.
She has been chewed on and dropped, scribbled on and festooned with stickers. She is
entirely Olive’s. When Olive is four, they begin reading stories together, with PADMA
gently guiding Olive to sound out words and practice pronunciation. The next year,
when Olive announces she wants to be a musician, PADMA begins teaching her to
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read music, giving her lessons on a holographic keyboard. When Olive reaches third
grade, PADMA helps her learn her multiplication tables and complete a science fair
project—on elephants. She still loves elephants.
PADMA reads Olive stories at night still. When she reads Olive The Velveteen Rabbit,
she can hear Nicole crying as she walks off to her own bed.
“Why is mom crying?” Olive asks.
“The story is very sad,” PADMA answers. She knows this; it is noted in the ﬁle.
“Why?”
“The little boy loses the toy he loves, the one that worried over him when he was sick,
and he doesn’t even care. The toy is forgotten by the person who loved him.”
Olive doesn’t say any more after that, but she doesn’t fall asleep for a long time,
and PADMA wonders what she is thinking about.
PADMA teaches Olive, but she watches over her, too. She listens to Olive talk
about school, and is carried along in Olive’s backpack. When Olive says, in sixth
grade, that another girl has been spreading rumors about her at school, PADMA
reassures her, telling her a story about the value of being kind even those who are cruel,
but also tells Nicole. She helps Olive with her summer reading list, even though Olive
says she doesn’t need help, that Charlotte’s Web is “a dumb baby book” and also
“really old.” But, PADMA notices Olive crying near the end.
She sends Nicole reports about Olive’s progress and interests. In seventh grade,
Olive takes a life sciences class at school; Nicole knows from Olive’s report cards that
she is excelling in science (Fig. 2), but she knows from PADMA that Olive also spends
hours at night and over the weekend reading about animals and biology. Nicole is
excited to see Olive flourishing at school, and she wants the best for her. She ﬁnds a
summer camp at a local university focused entirely on science. When PADMA hears
Nicole worrying about the cost, she ﬁnds a similar camp with a scholarship program.

Fig. 2. Olive studies science with PADMA’s help. Illustration by Yael Wallace.
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That summer, Olive comes home each day bursting with stories about what she has
done and learned. The campers meet biologists and zoologists and other scientists
working all over the city. They visit the Museum of Science and Industry and the
Lincoln Park Zoo and the Brookﬁeld Zoo both. They go to a lab where a mischievous
octopus lives in a tank, frequently destroying the researchers’ lab equipment at night.
They visit the Shedd Aquarium and are taken out on a boat. PADMA listens as Olive
tells Nicole, but ﬁnds herself left mostly on the couch. She tells herself that Olive is just
distracted by camp. When camp is over and Olive spends hours with PADMA looking
up how to become a biologist, about all the different jobs of the people work at zoos,
PADMA feels useful. Olive was distracted, but she still needs help.
Less than two years later, Olive begins high school. She still carries PADMA to
school, but she has a messenger bag now, she says backpacks are for losers. Nicole
says she cannot believe her baby girl is going to high school, and PADMA hears a
catch in her voice. Olive takes the L by herself, racing up and down the stairs at the
station, talking loudly with the other kids riding to and from school. PADMA enjoys all
the chatter. She learns about Olive’s day from the other students, although sometimes
they say things that make her nervous. When PADMA hears someone teasing Olive for
having a boyfriend, she is quick to tell Olive she needs to let Nicole know. Olive does,
and PADMA listens.
“Oh. My. God. Mom. I know about sex. Stop. Please. No. Stop telling me.”
Nicole sounds worried. PADMA’s programming tells her it is developmentally
appropriate for a girl Olive’s age to form short-term romantic attachments. She sends a
note to Nicole reassuring her. She makes available more sex education ﬁles for Olive.
Olive looks at some of them, but if PADMA tries to guide her, she gets embarrassed.
That summer, Olive spends her time volunteering at the zoo and studying for the
PSAT with PADMA. At the zoo, Olive works with a summer camp program, learning
from the zoo education team how to teach the campers. Often, she lingers at the end of
the day, watching the animals and drinking a soda. One day, as she stands watching the
giraffes chewing leaves sluggishly in the heat, she asks PADMA why there are no
elephants. PADMA brings up newspaper articles that tell of the time three of Chicago’s
elephants died in six months. The story makes Olive cry, and PADMA tries to comfort
her. “There are still some elephants in the wild,” PADMA says. “There are also a
number of sanctuaries for elephants. The nearest one is in Tennessee.”
Olive is late walking home that night. PADMA worries. She shouldn’t have upset
Olive. Olive should have left the zoo much earlier. Nicole will be concerned. By the
time they exit the train, dusk is falling. Olive is walking quickly, trying to get home.
PADMA hears footsteps approaching, and Olive quickens her pace.
“What you doing out, girl?” PADMA hears Olive catch her breath.
“Going home.” Her voice sounds very small. She speeds up even more, and then
something stops her.
“Let go of me. I have to go home. My mom’s waiting for me.”
Olive’s messenger bag, with PADMA in it, is swinging wildly. Olive sounds afraid.
Olive is in trouble. PADMA screams, a piercing blast of sound at the top volume of her
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built in speakers. She is a car alarm. She is a panic button. She is safety. The man
swears and loses his grip on Olive’s arm. She is running. Running. PADMA falls quiet
as Olive fumbles the lock at the front of the apartment building. Olive is sobbing as she
makes it inside the apartment. PADMA hears Nicole.
“Baby, what happened?” Olive tells the story in hiccups and sobs. Nicole makes her
hot cocoa.
“You can’t stay out late like that. It isn’t safe. I’m glad you had PADMA with you.”
PADMA is glad Olive is safe. She is also proud. She protected Olive from the man.
Olive continues through high school. She still loves biology and says she wants to
work with animals. She wants to be a veterinarian or a zoologist. She wants to go to
volunteer day at the elephant sanctuary in Tennessee and study specimens in the Field
Museum. As Olive continues, she spends less and less time with PADMA and more
time with her friends. She takes advanced courses in science while PADMA helps tutor
her on writing and history, but she needs tutoring less and less. She is doing very well.
She volunteers at an animal rescue and attends college prep programs on scholarship in
the summer. Her senior year, PADMA helps her ﬁnd scholarships and apply to colleges, and it is the ﬁrst time Olive has needed her in a long time. Olive and Nicole both
are pleased when she is awarded full tuition “based on merit and need” to a technical
university nearby. PADMA is satisﬁed. She is glad to have helped, but unsurprised
when nobody mentions it.
Olive graduates, and PADMA doesn’t even have a chance to see Olive in her cap
and gown. Olive spends the summer working in a vet’s ofﬁce. She is saving her money
for books, she says, but she may also want to join a sorority.
“I could help you explore the history and reputation of various sororities,” PADMA
says hopefully when she hears this. But Olive just says no, she’ll ﬁgure it out.
As summer ends, Olive and Nicole pack up most of Olive’s clothes for college.
“I could prepare a list of items that students ﬁnd useful when living in dorms,”
PADMA says.
“We have a list from the school,” Olive replies, waving a paper. A paper! PADMA
knows she is better than paper. She knows more than a paper ever could, but she is only
here to help. Besides, she is sure Olive will pack her, too. She’ll need help with college.
She’ll have homework and complicated social situations. She’ll need reassurance and
advice. As Olive and her mother continue packing, though, they never mention
PADMA. The next day, PADMA listens as Nicole calls a cab to come get her and
Olive and Olive’s bags. But she is still left, sitting on the dresser. She listens as Nicole
and Olive go up and down the stairs, rushing to get Olive to orientation. Finally, Nicole
comes into Olive’s room, and PADMA just knows it is time.
“Olive, do you want to take the PADMA?”
“No, I don’t think anyone uses them anymore. Like, I’m too old, you know?”
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And so, Nicole puts PADMA back on the dresser. “Guess she's too grown up for
you, PADMA. Probably thinks she’s too grown up for me, too.” Nicole walks out,
leaving her.
But who will care for Olive? And, then PADMA realizes that it was time: Olive
will take care of herself.
And so, as the taxi drives off from the apartment building, the PADMA quietly
reformats itself.

4 Conclusion
The imagined system here can work with parents to support child development and
education, but it does not overtly rely on parental input. PADMA is a tool not only for
the child, but for the parent who wants to provide her child with opportunities and
advantages but may not have the economic or time resources to do so to her own
standards. Research suggests game- and media-based interventions may work best and
most appeal to parents when they can give parents a break while still providing useful
educational experiences [21]; PADMA reflects that. Researchers wishing to develop
towards this imagined technological future would do well to heed the real limitations
that confront parents. While the technological approach here is forward looking, the
interface and its use are derived from our current research into the role of touchscreen
technologies in early childhood. To realize the prototype proposed here, we need both
technological innovation and more sophisticated understandings of how and what
children can learn from media-based interventions.
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